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Two amazing days for ARphymedes Plus at
the Final Conference 

 

We are thrilled to share a remarkable milestone in the ARphymedes
Plus journey - the successful conclusion of our Two-Day Final Project
Conference! This extraordinary event, held in Trnava, Slovakia, at the
University of Ss Cyril and Methodius, marked the culmination of our
collaborative efforts to make physics education accessible to students
with special educational needs.

Highlights of the Final Conference

https://mailchi.mp/d9310bebd600/arphymedes-plus-7th-newsletter?e=[UNIQID]


Dates: September 25-26, 2023

Day 1 (On-Site): On September 25, 2023, we gathered on-site at the premises
of our project coordinator, the University of Ss Cyril and Methodius in Trnava.
The event saw the participation of over 80 enthusiastic attendees from
neighboring European countries.

Day 2 (Online): On September 26, 2023, we continued our journey virtually,
with more than 60 online participants joining us from various European
countries.

Our collaborative efforts in the ARphymedes Plus project brought together
experts from four countries and six institutions. At the conference, each
consortium member shared their invaluable contributions to the project.



Key Takeaways from the Conference

We had the privilege of presenting our meticulously crafted individual tools
designed for teaching Physics to students with special educational needs.

The conference served as the grand stage for unveiling the project
deliverables:

An online book tailored for students with special educational needs.
An application enriched with augmented reality modules.
The project website, which will be a valuable resource for the education
community.
An open-online course designed to train teachers, complete with the
opportunity to earn a certification.



The Path Forward

The conference fostered an enlightening discussion about the critical need to
prepare, create, and implement engaging, motivating materials for creative
learning and teaching. Our commitment to addressing diverse topics remains
steadfast as we look to the future.

The success of the Two-Day Final Conference is a testament to the dedication
and passion of everyone involved in ARphymedes Plus. Together, we are
making a profound impact on the world of education.

P.S. For more information, please visit our website to explore our resources and
achievements.



Stay tuned for more exciting updates as we
continue our journey of promoting inclusive and

immersive physics education.
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